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Praise for #1 New York Times bestselling author Charlene Harris Sookie Stackhouse novels This is the kind of book you look forward to reading before you go to bed thinking you're only going to read one chapter and then you end up reading seven. - Alan Ball, executive producer of True Blood Bright, Slim, and Funny in her portrayal of Southern Life. -Entertainment Weekly's Charlaine Harris is alive to
imagine telepathic barmaid Sookie Stackhouse and her small Louisiana town environment where humans, vampires, werewolves, and other intelligent critters live... Her mash-up genres are delightful, taking elements from mysteries, horror stories, and romances. -Milwaukee Journal SentinelSery continues to be inventive and funny with an attractive, intelligent and sexy heroine. - Denver Post Mixing Action,
Romance and Comedy, Harris has created a fully functioning world so very close to our own, except, of course, for vampires and other supernatural beings. - Toronto Star All Together Dead Cover All Together DeadAuthorCharlaine HarrisCountryUnited StatesLangulishSeriesThe Southern Vampire, Mystery, Gothic, RomancePublisherAce BooksPublication Date May 1, 2007Media typePrint (Hardcover,
Paperback) e-book (Kindle) Audiobook (CD)Pages320 (paperback)ISBN978-0-441-01581-8OCLC21344433210Retheden Obligatory Dead Followed From Dead to Worst All Together Dead is the seventh book in Charlaine Harris's Southern Vampires series. The summary of the summit, which has attracted undead power players from across the central United States, is sure to be tense, in part because of
the build-up of protests from conservative, anti-vampire scholarships to the Sun. Accused of murdering her husband, the King of Arkansas, Sophie-Anne is set to stand trial at the convention. The queen is already in an precarious position, her power base weakened by the damage to New Orleans from Hurricane Katrina, and there are some vampires who would like to finish what nature has begun. SophieAnne's main accuser is Jennifer Cater, a vampire who was training as a lieutenant for King at the time of her death. Jennifer is determined to see Sophie-Anne staked out the sun for killing the king, although Sookie knows that the queen is innocent of the crime. Sophie-Anne plans to put Sookie's gift to good use, having her listen at the thoughts of people working for other vampires at the convention, as
well as for the hotel as alliances are formed and loyalty tested in what can only be described as a political power struggle with potentially deadly consequences. The story begins with Sookie entering Fangtasia to talk to Eric and those who pay him for the difference, discussing the charges against Sophie-Anne. Sookie agrees to work for Sophie-Anne, despite the warnings of her fairy godmother, Claudine,
that at the convention will forever link Sookie with vampire politics in the minds of all present, in a very public sense. Meanwhile the relationship with quinn heats up. At the convention, Sookie meets Barry Bellboy Horowitz, the only other telepath she knows. Shortly after their arrival, Jennifer Cater and much of Arkansas' entourage were brutally murdered, making it easier for the queen to be tried. The
juices soon prove invaluable to the queen as she makes a great suggestion that the queen appoint her closest friend and child, Andre, to be king of Arkansas and then marry him. Sookie also finds a bomb planted outside the Louisiana suite and rescues the queen. She also reveals something shocking about quinn as a teenager, he killed a group of men who raped his mother and then became indebted to
some local vampires to cover up the crime. He had to work as a weretiger/gladiator in the ring for three years, and in the process became a terrible fighter. At the trial of the queen, Sookie rescues the queen once again as, being the only witness, she applies logic to prove that the queen is innocent and that her accusers are manipulated. In response, one of the main prosecutors is put right in the
courtroom. Impressed by her usefulness, Andre accosts Sookie and begins to force her to exchange blood with him to bind her constantly and close to the queen. She avoids this breach only because of Eric's intercession, which has her sharing more blood with him. This third, large blood exchange with Eric makes Sookie become more powerful and frighteningly vampire, even though she is still human.
She can feel Eric very strongly and now he has the right to turn her into a vampire at any time. Sookie is horrified to realize that he will never be free of Eric's control. Sookie and Barry Bellboy then gather a number of clues they had throughout the convention and realize that several bombs have been laid all over the Sun Scholarship Hotel and they intend to leave in the daytime when the vampires will all be
sleeping and helpless. The quick thinking he and Barry allow some vampires and some people to free themselves, and Barry and Sookie in the team use their telepathy to find the wounded people. Sookie finds Andre, who has only minor injuries, and watches impassively as quinn puts him to free her from his control. The queen Sophie-Anne escapes, but loses her legs. Sookie rescues Eric and Pam, and
he and Bill escape with minor injuries, but the number of dead people and vampires is very high. See also the Romance portal Characters of Southern Vampire Mysteries True Blood True Blood Characters extracted from the Louisiana cocktail waitress Sookie Stackhouse has her hands full of dealing with every kind of undead and paranormal creatures imaginable. And after she was betrayed by her longstanding love of vampires, Sookie must not only deal with a new man in her life - the werewolf quinn, but also fight the long-planned summit of vampires. The summit is a tense situation. Teh The queen of Louisiana is in a precarious position, her power base weakened by a hurricane in New Orleans. And there are some vampires who would like to finish what nature started. Soon Sookie must decide which
side she will stand on. And its choice can mean the difference between survival and the total disaster. Genre: Urban Fantasy Similar Books by other authorsSmall Favor (Dresden Files, Book 10)Jim ButcherGuilty Pleasures (Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter, Book 1) Laurell K HamiltonDarkfever (Fever, Book 1) Karen Marie Moning Used Availability for Charlaine Harris's All Together Dead Welcome Back to Our
Reread Sookie Stackhouse series. This week we're on the seventh book, all dead together. All Together Dead begins for the third weekend in September, and between Definitely Dead and this book, Hurricane Katrina hit, dramatically change the balance of power in vampire states. Previously, Area 5 (northwest Louisiana) was far less influential than the other half of the state. Now it is one of the most
profitable. The chapter opens as Sookie arrives at one of our favorite hotspots, Fantasia. Pam opens the door, shares that Eric is full of happiness, and asks about the delicious brother of Sookie and Sam. Sookie shares what Jason thinks of getting married, and Pam consoles Sookie, quoting one of her favorite philosophers, Dear Abby. Pam brings her to the boardroom, and she's full of the supernatural.
Eric, who looks at her, continues to ignore her. Clancy, the bar manager (who has since drained witches even more creepy) is also there, with Felicia, the newest bartender, along with two other vampires, Indira and Maxwell Lee. There's Bill, whom Sookie tried to disavow (a la custom werewolf), an ancient vampire named Talia, and two other visitors-Sophie-Anne Leclerq to the right-hand man, Andre, and
Jake Purifoy, who were turned into a vampire in a previous book. Andre bows to Sookie and offers her his place (a badge of honor) and they continue the meeting. The queen lives with the sheriff of the district of four, Gervaise, for now. Andre gives a report on significant damage, and implies that the sheriffs of the district will be taxed for repairs. He also shares that they lost thirty vampires in Louisiana and
then in Mississippi. This is a huge amount for vampires, and their power is greatly weakened. Then Sookie asks a key question... Does one of the kings or queens attending the summit have a weather predictor in the state? The conference was supposed to take place in late spring, but was constantly postponed. Had the summit started when it was originally planned, the queen would have been incredibly
powerful, and other monarchs would not have been so eager to prosecute her for the king's death. Now she is in a bad position. Andre thinks That Sookie makes a very good point, and Eric says: Juices are good to think outside the box. That's so true. Andre also mentions that Named Jennifer Cater was in training to become Peter Threadgill's assistant, and has now filed a lawsuit against the queen. The
queen believes that since she was married to Peter, Arkansas goes to her. So if Jennifer wins, the queen will lose Arkansas and have to pay the state a significant fine. Jennifer claims that the queen lured Nithgill to New Orleans, and planned to kill him the whole time. Sookie instantly replies: But it's been since that happened at all. In doing so, Andre cleans the back of the head with his fingers, making
Sookie realize that she is the only witness to the king's death, except For Andre and Sophie-Anne. With this understanding, her heart misses a beat, attracting the attention of all the vampires in the room. Everyone else will keep going, but Eric won't forget. Andre explains that the queen demands that Sookie be by her side at the Summit. Eric will attend, Pam, and Bill, Mr. Cataliades, Dianna, Gervaise,
Rasool, and Sigebert make up the rest of the Louisiana party. Eric set up an account for a trip to Tara's Togs, so so Sookie can buy clothes for the trip, he explains that he sets up accounts for all his employees, which keeps Sookie's pride. The meeting is postponed and Sookie returns home. When Sookie returns from Haley's wedding shower the next day, he waits in his driveway. He picks it up and
brandishes it, and Sookie is very happy to see him. She had seen it only three times since the events of the previous book, and both times were brief and not as romantic as one might hope. With Amelia out of the house they should be able, a. a. a. When quinn tells her that he plans to take a month after the summit and spend it with her, it's all the commitment she needs. Sookie can read enough of his
mind to say he is sincere, but she can't read enough of his thoughts to get distracted by them. After that, when Amelia returned to the house, they discussed her difficulties with changing Bob-Cat back to Bob-Man. She can't find her mentor after Hurricane Katrina. But her dad is apparently a wealthy financier in Louisiana named Copley Carmichael (this is news for Sookie, and she's glad, quinn asked).
Amelia manages the apartment complex bought for her, lives for income, as well as her own payments for the magical work. At this point, Jason calls and asks Sookie to go to Hotshot in an hour. He and Crystal are getting married - a surprise! Crystal is pregnant again. When she arrives with quinn, the Panthers' respect for her clearly doubles, especially Crystal. Sookie isn't quite sure what the problem is,
but she'll accept it. Then Sookie discovers that she has to vouch for Jason as his only living relative, meaning that she must accept the punishment if Jason does wrong. The couple must vow to be faithful, keep in Hotshot, and help other members community if they need it. Jason agrees to keep his promises, as does Crystal. But while Jason is sincere, Sookie doubts his ability to stick to his word. The
crystal has the ability, but not sincere. Juice calls her at him, and reminds Crystal of what she can see in her head. Crystal doesn't care, and she's marrying Jason anyway. After the ceremony and celebration, Sookie and quinn leave the party, while Amelia stays with the shifter. Sookie has to tell Bob the cat that Amelia will be late, he is clearly angry, and stalks off to throw on Amelia's bed. The next day at
work, Sela Pumphrey uses the opportunity to ask Sookie how long she's scheming to get Bill back, and mentions the trip to the summit as evidence. Sookie is so angry at the innuendo that she almost slams her, but Sam steps in and tells Sela Pumphrey that she is not welcome in Merlotta. She's tracking down. Back home, Amelia apologized to Bob for contacting the Panther, and they made a pact that she
wouldn't date the men until he returned to normal. Claudine also stops, concerned Sookie attending the Vampire Summit. She worries because she can't be present with so many vampires around, and thinks there will be no problems. She also worries that so many will see Sookie and learn about her abilities, she will never be an innocent witness again. It hits Sookie, and she wonders what her own
motives are for going: Was I just curious what the agenda might be at the Vampire Summit? Did I want to attract the attention of more time members of society? Did I want to be known as a fangbanger, one of those people who just adored the walking dead? Isn't some corner of me long chance of being around Bill without looking for him, still trying to make some emotional sense of his betrayal? Or is it
because of Eric? Unbeknownst to me, was I in love with a bright Viking who was so handsome, so good at love, and so political, all at the same time? These are all good questions, but Sookie concludes that she can't fully understand her own motives, but she's going anyway and she can actually use the money. The next day, Sookie travels to Tara's Togs to choose clothes for the summit. Tara is upset
that Sookie is still spending time with vampires, and is ready to end their friendship, and resume a different relationship with JB Du Rone. In the evening of the same day, Pam visits the bar. She worries about Eric- he hasn't been the same since he stayed with Sookie, not the carefree vampire he used to be now, when he has feelings and attached. Sookie disagrees that he has feelings and claims he is
worried about something else. But Pam asks the clincher: Why do you think Eric would let fly fuck what the bill was ordered to do, much less reveal it to a human woman if he didn't have inappropriate feelings for you? Pam. At the same time, Amelia goes to the bar, and Sookie introduces her to Pam. They clearly have a connection. Meanwhile, Arlene is now very very in the Brotherhood of the Sun, and
her friendship with Sookie clearly suffers for it. She's incredibly rude and condemns Sookie's connection to vampires, and Sookie can't stand it. She calls her on her own problems, and comes out of the bar with Pam. Sookie starts crying, and Pam wipes away tears (somewhat denying the comforting act, sucking tears from her thumb). With Pam's help, Sookie realizes that Arlene wasn't a good friend to her,
she just used it. As Pam says: She's lazy. This extends to her friendship. If it's easy to be friendly, she will. If the wind blows the other way, her friendship will disappear... She found some way to be an important person in her own right, hating others. That's so true. But the real reason Pam visited Sookie isn't to talk about quinn or Arlene, but because they didn't know about Bill's mission, or that he used
Sookie for the queen's purposes. Eric, in particular, did not know. Pam agrees that it would be easy to write off The Power of Sookie and the impact on their lives on her fabulous blood, believes the fairy, but does not explain it. Juices are not telepathic from fairy blood, and it did not affect her strong personality. While they are related, Pam also shares the story of her death and the birth of a vampire. She
met Eric in London on the last night alive, she snuck out of her parents' house to meet her lover. Her parents didn't come home, she met Eric. He was lonely, and when she woke up, he held her and explained everything. She loves being a vampire - she has all the freedom she's been deprived of in her human life. Pam is loyal to Eric and willingly obeys him. Although Pam has gone her own way for years,
she was happy to join him at Fangtasia. Pam's goal today is to ask Sookie to spare Eric, which completely embarrasses Sookie. Pam's there because she cares about Eric and wants him to be happy, and he wants Sookie. But Eric arrives, and is clearly angry at Pam for her intervention. She actually gets down on her knees and calls him a master that Sookie has never seen her do before. When she
leaves, Eric walks in front of Sookie and just grabs her and kisses her. Sookie can't help but answer, but then she thinks of quinn, and reluctantly pulls away. Eric asks if she's quinn, Sookie says she's her own and that he's being funny-Eric never gave any indication that she was important to him and that he wanted to be with her. But Eric clarifies that since he had amnesia, he wondered why he ran to her
house, why he ran to her. Was he supposed to be looking for someone he hated? Loved? Was it an accident? Sookie suggests it was fabulous blood. Eric just says no, and then he's gone. Amelia takes Sookie to the airport the next day, where she meets the rest of Shreveport's vampires to take Anubis' private jet. Bobby Burnham is waiting in front, Eric's day boy. Sookie had never met him, but his
thoughts told her that he her, and knows who she is. He makes Sookie carry his bag when Amelia mutters something under her breath, and suddenly he is incredibly caring and polite, but surprised by the words coming out of his own mouth. Mr. Cataliades is waiting on the plane with Dianta and someone Sookie has not met before, Johan Glassport, a specialist in vampire law. He is clearly reluctant to
shake hands with Sookie, incredibly rude, and has just been released from prison for tossing a prostitute in Mexico. But as soon as he realizes that Sookie is a witness to the death of the king, he asks her many questions. The group arrives in Rhodes and travels to the Pyramid of Gizeh Hotel, where the Summit will take place. A truck unloads vampire coffins while daytime people arrive in front. There are
also protesters across the street, with Sookie's worries. Then the front desk employee intentionally takes forever, checking them, only for his own entertainment. Ten minutes from now, Sookie will give a hand to Mr. Cataliades, and when he stops, he tells the clerk, You give us our keys and tell us where our vampires are, or I'll tell your boss that you're the one who sells Giza's pyramid of goods on Ebay.
And if you bribe the maid to even touch the queen's panties, much less steal them, I'll bring Dienta on you. Love it. This settled the issue and they were very quickly shown to their rooms. Sookie lives in the same room as Gervaise's girlfriend, Carla, who clearly has no idea what vampires really are. She's going to be interesting as a roommate, that's for sure. Sookie also mentally welcomes Barry Bellboy,
who is attending the summit, and with Texas King Stan Davis, who was promoted from the sheriff he returned when Sookie met him. Sookie then walks to the queen's rooms to represent. Siegebert is outside. Apparently, the queen can talk to her children telepathically, and approves of Sookie to enter. She asks Sookie her opinion of Johan, and Sookie gives it honestly that she disapproves of him, and the
queen implies that once he defends her, he can get justice for his crimes. The queen also demands that Sookie attend any meeting with people. Then Stan Davis enters, with Barry, and expresses his attitude, and Sookie receives a phone call to pick up a package for the queen in the lobby. Sookie leaves with Barry after a telepathic exchange that fascinates watching monarchs. She and Barry practice their
abilities- Barry tells Sookie the story while she blocks all the other brains, then she tries to listen to him and others at the same time. They determine that Barry is better at choosing who thinks in a crowd, Sookie has better nuances and details, but their hearing is the same with regards to broadcasting from different brains. When they hold hands, however, the volume increases to an incredible degree. But
too soon they are interrupted by a woman shouting at Sookie about her hatred for the queen. Juice's immediate response Save the drama for your mom that doesn't go over well with Jennifer Cater. She threatens to drain Sookie, but Sookie is not intimidated, reminds her that she is protected by the vampire law, and that Jennifer threatens her in front of many witnesses in the lobby of the hotel. She stalks
away, and Sookie resumes practice with Barry, holding his hand. But then he comes up, a little unaware of his welcome, when he sees Sookie holding another man's hand. But they cuddle and kiss (making Barry feel very uncomfortable, as he can hear everything). Barry mentions what he's heard about quinn, the great fighter who confuses Sookie. She says she'll explain later, and Barry is angry on
Sookie's name that he didn't appear to have told her anything important. This interesting exchange is interrupted by a woman in black armor named Batanya, who came to defend the King of Kentucky from a completely different dimension. She's British, super-bodyguard. The witch must take Britlingen out of another dimension, negotiate terms with their guild and send them back. After learning that
fascinating piece, quinn has to leave, and Sookie and Barry get paged. Barry mentally explains to Sookie that he fantasized about how they get together, but now realizes that this will not happen after meeting with quinn. Returning to the queen's room, Sookie tells the queen about Britlingen, and she comments on the usefulness of Sookie, making Andre a little jealous. Sophie-Anne also listens to Sookie's
conversation with Jennifer, and decides to visit her room to talk. She calls Jennifer and plans, but by the time she arrives fifteen minutes later, Jennifer is dead in her room. Batina opens the door of the hotel room and helps them to scout the room - all there are decapitated, and Jennifer in six pieces. Todd Donati, head of security, arrives with hotel manager Christian Baruch. Sookie is concerned about the
number of people in the room disturbing the evidence, and says so, causing a low-security officer named Landry to handcuff her in anger. Of course, her bosses immediately defend Sookie and Landry removes the handcuffs, and Sophie-Anne ensures that Landry apologizes in writing. Baruch sends most of the people, leaving the group of the queen. When Baruch questions Sookie, she answers calmly
(albeit with a bit of a relationship), and the queen and Andre step up to flank her. I have to give credit to the queen, she protects her own people! At this point, a little vampire named Henrik Faith rushes and howes when he discovers dead vampires. Howling until the queen offers him a place in her entourage, that is. Mr. Cataliades also joins the group, and confirms that all of the king's possessions have
passed to the queen in the event of his death. But there were conditions: there must be a witness (this is Sookie), and his second commander should not be alive to take over the state. Bill also arrives, but the queen sends him on her way at once-it seems that he do business for the queen elsewhere, and should not have been around. Sookie refuses to care that he rushed to her side. When they leave, Mr.
Cataliades informs the queen that she must remarry immediately, she needs a union. But there is no one worth standing available. Then Sookie asks an important question. How is Sophie-Anne able to keep her children with her for such a long time when most leave there bodies? This intimacy between the creator and the child is the queen's talent, along with mental communication - she can keep her
children with her and they can love each other. Sookie asks, why not just make Andre King? The queen agrees, and they are both delighted with the prospect. When Sookie returns to the lobby, she scans the crowd and happens to be a girl who knows quinn. The girl is quite rude, but Sookie sees in her head that she has a lot of affection for quinn. Barry and Sookie are concerned about the insecurity at the
Summit. No one checks who's coming, no one wears a badge. But beyond that anxiety, the summit is mesmerizing. They even have stands for people to advertise their stuff, like fake retractable fangs, or Vampire Identification Bill. While Sookie and Barry are wrapped in cabins, the King of Mississippi and the King of Indiana come together, hand in hand, the marriage negotiations seem to be over. Stan
mentions to his fiancee that Sookie was put in his presence, and says he found the yl at the bottom of his pool (Lorena). Sookie even asks if he's angry, and he says no, he has a sense of humor, and he doesn't like Lauren. She then asks why everyone is so impressed with quinn, and while Stan doesn't tell her, he says that quinn has made a lot of people's money. The next Rasool pops up on Sookie's
elbow, and then soon Jake Purifoy, who further increases the mystery of quinn, comparing his own ostracism to taking everything quinn did. Then he begins the mating ritual. Eric performs the ceremony (he was ordained online) and they cut out the wrists of the two kings and let them bleed into the bowl, then both men drink out of it, then twenty men and women line up for the buffet reception. After the
ceremony, Sookie will corral Jake and get him to tell her about quinn. Apparently, he is a rock star in the world of change, one of the last were tigers, and the most ferocious. The mother was captured by the hunters, but after her capture she returned to the woman, and the men mocked her when he tracked them down. He killed them all at the age of 15, but needed help cleaning the site. The local vampire
nest agreed to help if it was indebted to them for three years. They agreed that he would fight in the pits for them for three years, or until he died, depending on what was first. His three years were over, and he gave up fighting to take care of his sister, his sister, giving birth to the place of the night when his mother was captured by these hunters. The same rude girl, with Sookie met before - Frannie. With
that, all Sookie wants to do is go away, but The queen needs her to read the human compatriots of other monarchs, and say who will be on her side. Another example of how Sookie thinks outside the box... when the king of Kentucky shows up, it doesn't look like britlings with him. But Sookie notices the constant empty space on either side of them, and then notices a dull echo of brain waves muted. She
makes the mistake of smiling in her areas, and the king notices. He says she gives him the will, and asks the queen to send her away. So the queen sends Sookie for the suitcase they've called about before. Andre follows her out of the room, pushes her against the wall, and tries to get her to drink from his wrist. He insists that she needs a stronger bond with the queen or with herself, tied to more than a
salary. Sookie refuses, and he's about to make her drink when Eric arrives. Eric explains that Sookie should be happy or she will not cooperate, and he suggests that since they were lovers and she had his blood before, she would agree to drink it again. How he is connected with the queen and Andre, that must fulfill the requirement. Andre agrees and asks Eric to confirm that she is answering his call. Eric
flat rests and says that Sookie's heels are beautiful when Sookie flat out challenges him on occasion and he never called her. Andre insists that they share blood at that moment, in the hallway. Sookie has no choice but to agree. For the first time, Sookie understands the power of the blood connection she already keeps with Eric and Bill. She had their blood, and they had it. She sees them as more people
than vampires, they have more power to injure her, and she can hear their lives buzzing in the background without realizing what she hears. Eric still wears his ceremonial cloak from the ceremony, and uses it to give them privacy as he drinks from her and she's away from him. As she finishes, quinn comes in and gets angry and has her name. Sookie tells Andre that she will finish this job, but will never
work for him and the queen again. She thanks Eric for his help and tells quinn that she will talk to him later and then goes out crying herself up the stairs. Even after that, she can't come up with another way. But now she can do little, so Sookie goes to the area where the luggage is, and she is helped by a man named Joe. His mind is protected in a way that Sookie has never encountered, and he is also
very rude. When Sookie arrives at the queen, Batanya gets out of the elevator with the King of Kentucky. Sookie found discarded soda may be outside the queen's room, but it's much heavier than it should be. Sookie is momentarily in shock, but recovers and tells Batanier that he thinks it's a bomb. Batayna leaves her, holding her, taking the king to safety. Sookie just stands there, holding him until he
bursts to the floor with Todd Donati. Kwinn tells her to put it down, but she's too scared to move. And she is to give it to quinn until they know what it is. She says she'll give it to the bomb specialist when they arrive. Then Eric runs, with a line: I'm here to die right with you, it seems. Todd's leaving, and there's only quinn, Eric and Sookie. As Sookie says: Was it symbolic, or what? Eric tries to order Sookie
with his vampire influence to give the bomb to him and leave, but of course it doesn't work. The quinn tries to get her to put it up again, but then the deminer man arrives, a vampire with a BOOM written on his nametag. He orders Eric and quinn to leave, but they both refuse. Boom sniffs the canister, and Sookie lowers it into a soft container. As soon as he is in the elevator and the door closes, Sookie falls
to the floor, and she is followed and hugs her. When she looks up, Eric is gone. Then a lot of people descend on them, including the queen and Andre. They conclude that the bomb was probably laid for the queen, or perhaps just at random. Juices are distracted by a wave of heat- Eric is coming. And when he arrives, his intimacy comforts, making her feel safe. But at the same time, she's terrified by this
change because of their blood connection. Eric explains that he forced Bill to stay and sell his computer program instead of rushing to save Sookie sooner. Bill wanted to take the bomb and be her hero, as quinn wanted, too. And Eric wanted to save her, too. Eric is pretty shocked by this. Sookie storms after yelling at the queen about her awful day (and getting away with it) as she leaves hears the queen
demands that Andre explain. He knocks on the door and says, I have an idea. Let's just get into bed and get some sleep. And Sookie thinks, That second, I saw how I could fall in love with quinn. He asked if she knew about his past and was obviously worried about it. Sookie just responds. I don't have a problem with you. And I'll try as Franny. The next day, just as Sookie is ready for the party, she gets a
page from the queen, and the quinn-court calls have begun and they need her now. When she comes down, Andre meets her, clearly upset because of the trial. They enter, and an ancient vampire sits on a throne like a chair - Ancient Pythoness. Pythoness is the original oracle that Alexander consulted. She was so revered that she was converted by the primitive vampires of her time, and now outlived
them all. It goes only on special occasions. Sookie can't help but say how good the silverware is, making her and Eric fight back with laughter. The board sits the king of Kentucky, the queen of Iowa, the king of Wisconsin, the king of Missouri, and the queen of Alabama. The other party's lawyer is Mr. Cataliades' son-in-law, Simon Maimonides. Kentucky is elected master of the weapons court. And while
Sophie-Anne offered Henrik Faith a sanctuary, he testified against her furiously. But Sookie hears something -- he to sue slide, but someone told Henrik that the queen was planning to kill him. Sookie gets up and shouts: She doesn't want to kill you. Pythoness is not happy to be interrupted, but Sookie stands his ground. At the same time, she realizes that Eric's blood has given her the ability to read the
thoughts of Henrik, the vampire mind. She goes to the pulpit, Eric is by her side, and explains what she knows. Sophie then goes on to explain her position, and Sookie is called to witness the king's death. But before she speaks, Pythoness declares Sophie-Anne not guilty of conspiracy to kill her husband, and declares that Arkansas is hers by law. She seems more interested in who lied to Henrik. But
before he can say it, he shot in the heart with a wooden shaft. All the vampires have fallen to the ground, Andre jumps in front of the queen, Britlingens in front of Kentucky, and quinn jumps in front of Sookie-just in time to take the second arrow, an insurance arrow for Henrik. Batanya kills the killer by throwing a star. Gervais pulls an arrow out of quinn, while Sookie presses the wound. Eric kneels next to
Sookie, and she hates that his presence instantly soothes her. Eric didn't see the arrow coming, and says that although he wouldn't have rushed in front of the arrow, he says: It could hit me in the heart and I will die. But I would dive and attach you to get you out of the way of the arrow if there was time. aw. Eric asks Sookie if she likes quinn, but she doesn't know. Eric asks if she loves him, but she doesn't
answer until the paramedics take him away. Then says: I loved you? Can. Sort of. But I knew whoever was with me wasn't the real you. And I knew sooner or later you remember who you are and what you were. Sookie also asks Eric about the blood tie, and whether he will disappear. He just replies: I like being like that. You liked it too. The vampire who threw the arrows was Kyle Perkins. He was clearly
an archer before he died three years ago, and is probably a vampire hitman, so they plan to explore archery practice areas. But despite recent events, the party will continue, and the ball will begin. Sookie finds the queen who takes her hand, squeezes her and says: We'll talk later. Sookie soon finds the weather witch she speculated about at the beginning of the book- Julian Trout and his wife, Olive. Julian
is a local channel 7 meteorologist, and Sookie introduces them to Gervais to make sure the queen has a chance to meet him. Eric and Sookie watch as two vampires dance an incredible performance and then dance themselves, as does the queen and Andre. Eric even throws Sookie in the air, and Sookie plays great. She then drags Barry onto the dance floor, making Erica crazy, which in turn makes
Sookie angry as well. Sookie feels she needs to check on quinn, however (why doesn't she think it before?) and makes her way out of the ballroom. She guesses that will be the one hosting it, but when she knocks on his door she hears the phrase they all have to die, and Jake denies that quinn is with him. Sookie then visits quinn and explains his side of the story. After hearing her explanations, he tells
her that he's into her, loves everything about her, but he doesn't want to share it with her. Sookie promises that she'll only be with him until quinn tells her otherwise. Sookie then leaves, only to find Clovache waiting outside to talk to her. Clovache shares that the King of Kentucky caught a spy scholarship in his entourage a month ago, which is why he called his super-bodyguards. According to the
confession of the spy on his deathbed, a splinter group in the Brotherhood heard about the summit and thought it was a great opportunity to declare war on vampires. That's great. When she wakes up in the morning, she finds Barry, and while she eats breakfast, they discuss events telepathically. Obviously, there will be more trials in smaller cases that night, and the queen will need Sookie's service again.
A porter drops a Manila envelope from Sookie containing a note from Bill with a list of archery locations for her research. While Sookie and Barry leave, Todd Donati comes up and warns Sookie that his boss is stalking the queen, has an old-fashioned attitude, and that they should be wrapped in a security tape in front of her room. She agrees and leaves with Barry. They find the archery site where Kyle
Perkins practiced, and plan to return at 7 to watch the surveillance footage. But when they arrive, the door breaks down from the archery scene, and the clerk is dead. All the surveillance footage is burned. On their way out, Sookie presses a panic button for the police and they leave. When they return to the hotel, Barry is upset that Sookie thinks it's impractical to tell people what it is. The police will find her,
and it will not help them draw attention to the vampire situation. While Barry screams, Eric comes and says, You're yelling at my juices. Obviously, he doesn't know what to call it, and Sookie is equally stumped. Juices accompanies Eric to his room and fills him up. When she's done, Bill's coming. So when he walks in the door, Sookie comes out. On? Hearing. After two interesting cases Sophie-Anne
enters with Andre, and he gives Sookie a half apology. Sookie has no choice but to take it and continue his business by listening and helping the queen make honest deals for help with Katrina's damage. After that, the queen invites a vampire named Dahlia to his room for a drink, and Christian Baruch together. Jake joins them soon, apparently he was buying tickets for Hello, Dolly! for Andre and the
queen. Cheerful. Anyway, Sookie tells Andre that she suspects that Christian Baruch planted a bomb to scare Sophie-Anne into thinking she would be vulnerable and needed a big, strong man. He might as well have told Henrik that Sophie-Anne was going to kill him, so that Christian will be able to save her then as well. She mentions that he had a security tape Mr. Donati recommended to her to watch,
and asks the queen to ask him. Sookie leaves, but encounters Bill in the elevator. He again apologizes for his actions and asks after the love life of Sookie. She once again informs him that he is not entitled to this information, goes away and goes to sleep. Sookie wakes up the next morning as Barry calls her telepathic-something wrong. When Sookie runs to Barry, she finds Jake's body on the floor. He
can't be blown up, and he points to Sookie's room as if he were going to see her. At this point, the light bulb goes away, and Sookie understands the plot of the scholarships. Joe in the delivery area will receive empty coffins and suitcases, and send them to different areas of the hotel. Jake would help install suitcases and unclaimed coffins, all rigged with explosives. The building will explode any minute. Mr.
Cataliades and Dianna join them, and they all turn on the fire alarm and try to find a way to get everyone out of the building. They call 911, Barry runs to try to pull out his party, Sookie leaves the queen and Andre to Mr. Cataliades and Diante, and runs away to save Eric and Pam. Britlingens hold wrapped bundles as she runs up the Kentucky king and his party. When Sookie opens Eric's door, the
explosions begin. And Eric and Pam are in their beds. Juice screams into Erica's ear and he wakes up a little bit - he's, after all, very old. Juice slaps and yells at him until he's fun. They put Pam in the coffin and latch it. The thoughts of Bill and Rasul run through Sookie's mind, but there is no time, and it is too late - they break the glass. And in what Sookie says, this is the most horrible moment of her life,
they go out of the window and tobogani down the pyramid on the coffin. They're about to swell up when Eric leaves Sookie. His strength is weak, so he can't fly much, but that's enough to save them. However, Pam's coffin breaks down and she starts to burn in the sun until Eric covers her. Ambulances arrive, and Sookie urges them to take the vampires to the basement. Then a suitcase bomb falls out of
the building, and Sookie falls to the ground. When she gets up, the pyramid collapses. Then for the next four hours, Sookie directs people to help. They found Mr. Cataliades alive and Todd Donati. Dust covers The Juices' lungs with what she calls the smell of hate. She sits down on a pile and cries and then looks into the hole shown falling debris and Bill crouched inside. Juices covers it from the sun with
his body and encourages people to help. Then she catches the signature of the brain of quinn. Sookie cries over him and his wounds, but he jokes with her a bit while they wait for paramedics. She hears Andre nearby - it hurts, but alive. When she hears that, she tells her to leave. Later, we'll find out that he drags himself with his elbows to Andre and bets on him. He him for Sookie, and she is horrified that
she feels a wild sense of pleasure that Andre has gone. At the moment it is about 4-6 hours after the explosion. Barry connects with her telepathically, and they meet to expand their range. It will take some time to get someone to believe them, but they get someone to lift them over the wreckage and they call where the bodies are. But as after dark hits, Sookie tells them that rescuers must get out from
under the rubble - vampires are going to wake up and wake up hungry. She and Barry also refuse to give their names - they don't want credit and they don't want to be known. Sookie and Barry take a taxi to the motel and use the cash to get through, so they can't be traced. Mr. Cataliades comes after them in the morning. Obviously, the queen has lost her legs, and they are not sure if they will grow up
again. Siegebert is still alive. He can't find Dinto or Rasul, Gervais is dead, but Eric, Pam, Bill and Cleo are alive. Apparently, Johan Glassport is injured and very angry. King Barry is so wounded that it may take him ten years to leave. Sookie shares that she overheard Todd Donati under the rubble, thinking about finding a camera recording of the camera covering the camera with gum and then planting a
bomb. Apparently, he wanted to marry the queen and open a vampire hotel in New Orleans. This makes Barry wonder who took out the Arkansas vampires. But Mr Cataliades says Sookie shouldn't say her response outloud-meaning, the queen did so. Sookie believes that by telepathically communicating with her suckers, the queen sent Siegebert to kill Jennifer, as she received the queen's call and was
waiting for her. Siegebert killed everyone, returned in time to escort the queen into Jennifer's room, and then entered it to explain its smell. Kyle Perkins was hired to silence Henrik, and according to what Mr. Cataliades implied, was willing to meet the sun anyway, and wanted a legacy for his descendants of man. Eric didn't know about the queen's actions. As Mr. Catliadez says, not everyone should know
everything. After these revelations, Sookie plans to leave, but first she gets a disguise and visits quinn. She sits with him while he sleeps, telling him everything that has happened. Franny suggests that Sookie drive his car back to Louisiana, as they have two and only one. Sookie returns, and Amelia meets her on the road, delighted that she is alive. Tara then drives by - she married JB Du Rone. Sookie
realizes that she is trying to sweep all her bad memories into a corner as Sookie wants her to be able to sweep the memory of Andre's quinn bet. The end. Fu. Pretty much happened in this book! We have an introduction to Britlingens. While they don't actually pop up in history again, it makes us aware that there are other dimensions and worlds with access to ours. This idea will certainly affect the later
books. We have changes caused by Eric's blood. Now Sookie hears the thought of She didn't hears Henrik, but Gervais. Sookie concludes that this will only last until Eric's blood is in her system, but is it true? Vampire at the summit suggested that there is a civil war between the Brotherhood and the supernatural. By the end of this book that had already arrived. But he also believes that Ise will be going
public soon. He's right? We shall see! As for Sookie, it seems to be a time filled with personal revelations about her own choices and motives. Buying clothes at Tara's Togs, Sookie ponders why she was attracted to vampires in the first place: I had so little chance of having the life that my classmates achieved - a life I grew up thinking was ideal, that any other life I could form for myself seemed interesting.
If I couldn't have a husband and children worrying about what I was going to take to the potluck church and if our house needed another coat of paint, then I'd worry about what three inch heels would do with my sense of balance when I was wearing a few extra pounds of sequins. Basically, Sookie will never be normal. And if it's not normal, why not take it and enjoy the adventure? How she says the same
thing: What is the world... It's wonderful, and it's scary. Every day is different. I never thought I would have any life for myself, and now I do. That's the point. Previously, Sookie's life was boring, with a few friends and no adventures. Now she has friends in people like Pam, Sam, Calvin Norris and others. People who understand it and appreciate its power, and are not afraid of it. What do you think about
Tara marrying Jb Du Rone? It certainly makes for a great contrast to the embrace of Sookie's supernatural world, and the acceptance of the trials and darkness it brings. Tara sweeps the past under the carpet and tries to ignore what ever happened, Sookie takes it and goes out of her way to move on. What do you think of the queen's actions in this book? We certainly see why she has achieved this status
- her ruthlessness and willingness to exploit others certainly have its advantages in the political arena. But her quickness to kill an innocent witness is that girl in the archery store, simply because she didn't tell her right-hand man (Eric) what her left hand (Andre) does, it's more than Sookie can stand. I like the scene with Pam. She cares so clearly about both Sookie and Erica, and wants them both to be
happy. And for a vampire it is enough to take care to interfere in romantic affairs, especially with a person ... Well, it shows how much respect Pam has for Sookie. She seems to give her vampire status. She even interferes with Sookie's relationship with Arlene, first made it clear to Sookie that Arlene is a terrible person and a bad friend. We will certainly see more of that in future books. Poor Eric is really
confused. It demonstrates some clearly un-vampire, behavior in this book - talk about feelings, willingness to die for Sookie, like with a bomb And an arrow. And he steps in to protect her from Andre. And while Eric could use this situation to his advantage, he didn't, he seemed more worried. As he told Sookie: I know you can come hate me because I spared you a bite of Andre. But I'm really the lesser of
two evils. True. But this blood connection will have more impact on their relationship than anyone could have guessed. As for quinn, we're finally learning more about him and his past. What angsty, sad story! No matter how you feel about his relationship with Sookie, you have to recognize that he is a strong, fascinating character. A fighter, in the true sense of the word. And he's willing to do whatever it
takes to protect Sookie, even if that means he's betting on BFF queen Andre right in front of her. What do you think of his actions in this book? He lied about keeping his past a secret from Sookie? Did he do the right thing by killing Andre? Join us next week for Book 8, From Dead to Worse. Whitney Ross is the editor of Tor Books. In her spare time, she is also a collector of books, a wannabe jetsetter, and
a Starbucks junkie, and enjoys competitive sports such as skiing and shopping. Shopping.
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